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In recent years, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) achieves great success in many fields, especially in the field of games, such as
AlphaGo, AlphaZero, and AlphaStar. However, due to the reward sparsity problem, the traditional DRL-based method shows
limited performance in 3D games, which contain much higher dimension of state space. To solve this problem, in this paper, we
propose an intrinsic-based policy optimization (IBPO) algorithm for reward sparsity. In the IBPO, a novel intrinsic reward is
integrated into the value network, which provides an additional reward in the environment with sparse reward, so as to accelerate
the training. Besides, to deal with the problem of value estimation bias, we further design three types of auxiliary tasks, which can
evaluate the state value and the action more accurately in 3D scenes. Finally, a framework of auxiliary intrinsic-based policy
optimization (AIBPO) is proposed, which improves the performance of the IBPO..e experimental results show that the method
is able to deal with the reward sparsity problem effectively. .erefore, the proposed method may be applied to real-world
scenarios, such as 3-dimensional navigation and automatic driving, which can improve the sample utilization to reduce the cost of
interactive sample collected by the real equipment.

1. Introduction

Machine game has always been one of the most active
domains of artificial intelligence. According to whether the
game states are fully observable, the machine game can be
divided into two categories: perfect information game (PIG)
and imperfect information game (IIG). .e PIG refers to the
game that participants can observe all game states, such as
Go and Chess. On the contrary, the participants always hold
private information in the IIG. .us, the game state cannot
be fully observed for the player, such as hole cards in Poker
games. Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has achieved
great success in the field of the PIG recently [1–5]. However,
due to the hidden information, the DRL-basedmethods have
not shown satisfactory results in the IIG. .e IIG is still a
significant challenge in the field of machine games.

In recent years, many new testing platforms have
emerged to verify methods of the IIG [6, 7]. In these
platforms, the strategy game includes all the base elements of

the IIG, such as StarCraft and VizDoom. Furthermore, the
strategy game contains rich game scenarios and a consid-
erable game state space [8–10]. .us, the strategy game
becomes a kind of ideal platform to verify relevant methods
of the IIG. In view of the great success achieved by the DRL
in the PIG, researchers have investigated intensively on
solving strategy games through the DRL methods in the IIG.
In 2019, DeepMind’s AlphaStar, based on the DRL, became
the first agent that defeated a professional human player in
the StarCraft game, which has been viewed as a milestone in
the advancement of artificial intelligence [11]. In addition,
DeepMind designed an agent that can achieve human-level
performance in a 3D multiplayer first-person video game,
Quake III Arena in Capture the Flag mode, which only used
pixels and game scores as the input [9].

Although the DRL-based methods have made certain
achievements in the research of solving the strategy games,
there are still many problems to be solved..eDRLmethods
highly rely on the reward to update the model during the
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training process. Reasonable and instant rewards not only
make the training process converge quickly but also make
the learned model more robust. In the game scenario where
the reward is sparse, the speed of the convergence will be
slow down seriously and even more, resulted in a divergent
model finally. In the 3D strategy games with a higher di-
mension of state space and more complex game scenarios,
the reward sparsity problem will become more severe. Al-
though there is a clear reward (e.g., the score of the game) in
such game scenarios, most of the final goals need to be
achieved by defining a series of subgoals in the early stage.
Most of subgoals may not get rewards in time unless they are
finished.

.e reward sparsity problem makes the training process
be much more difficult and slower because it cannot get a
timely and effective reward. To solve this problem, many
solutions such as reward reshaping, hierarchical DRL, and
curriculum learning are proposed in recent years [12–18].
Among these methods, the intrinsic reward mechanism
plays an important role. .e design of the corresponding
internal reward mechanism helps the agent update its policy
according to the internal reward in the absence of envi-
ronmental reward information. .e definition of this RL
model which includes intrinsic incentive reward is intrinsic
incentive reinforcement learning (IIML). .e general model
of the IIML is shown in Figure 1. In the IIML, the external
environment is the scene of the RL agent. .e internal re-
ward generationmodel is a fictitious environment..e agent
can get the reward from external environment and intrinsic
reward generation model, respectively. In this way, the agent
gets more reward information than usual, which can ac-
celerate the convergence of the agent.

However, in the process of practical application, these
methods require carefully designed rewards for related
problems or additional training data, which greatly limits the
applicability of related methods. .erefore, these methods
can not deal with the problem of sparse reward very well. To
deal with the problem of reward sparsity, this paper im-
proves the traditional strategy optimization DRL methods
by introducing intrinsic reward mechanism. We proposed
an intrinsic-based policy optimization (IBPO) algorithm,
which improves the exploration performance of the agent in
the 3D scene with the sparse reward. In this algorithm, the
intrinsic reward is used to combine with the traditional
strategy optimization. Moreover, by designing the various
auxiliary tasks, we further proposed the auxiliary intrinsic-
based policy optimization (AIBPO), which further improves
the IBPO. .e experimental results tested on the VizDoom
show that our method has a better performance than the
previous methods. We summarize our contributions as
follows:

(i) We proposed a method, intrinsic-based policy
optimization (IBPO) algorithm, to solve the reward
sparsity problem in the 3D games with imperfect
information. .e IBPO effectively improves the
exploration performance of the agent by combining
the intrinsic reward and the traditional strategy
optimization method.

(ii) We presented the auxiliary intrinsic-based policy
optimization (AIBPO), which is based on the IBPO,
by integrating three kinds of auxiliary tasks: reward
prediction auxiliary task, action value auxiliary task,
and state value auxiliary task.

(iii) Extensive experimental results show that the per-
formance of our method IBPO is significantly im-
proved on VizDoom, compared with the previous
methods. Moreover, the AIBPO further improves
the performance of the IBPO.

.e paper is organized as follows. .e research method
and its details are discussed in Section 2. .en, Section 3
shows the experimental results including performance
comparsion with the state-of-the-art methods and ablation
studies. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is given in
Section 4.

2. Research Method

In this section, we seek a method of training the agent that
can address the reward sparsity in the 3D game with
complex environment. Intrinsic-based policy optimization
(IBPO) is proposed by introducing an intrinsic reward
mechanism. Moreover, combining with auxiliary tasks
(reward prediction auxiliary task, action value auxiliary task,
and state value auxiliary task), auxiliary intrinsic-based
policy optimization (AIBPO) is presented based on the
IBPO.

2.1. Intrinsic-Based Policy Optimization (IBPO). Due to the
sparse reward problem in 3D strategy games, it is very
difficult for the agent to carry out policy iteration and up-
date. To overcome this problem, in this paper, we introduce
the concept of intrinsic rewards, which can provide auxiliary
reward information for the agent to update its policy. .at is
to say, here we employ an IIML (as shown in Figure 1)
model. In this model, there are not only external rewards
from the environment but also intrinsic rewards that are
generated by a designed intrinsic rewards generation
module. In addition, to adopt the intrinsic reward into the
traditional policy optimization framework, we propose the
intrinsic-based policy optimization (IBPO) algorithm, in
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Figure 1: .e model of the IIML (the agent takes the action
according to the policy to obtain the external reward information
fed back by the external environment; meanwhile, internal reward
information will be generated in the internal environment no
matter whether the current state agent gets external reward or not).
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which the intrinsic reward generation module can be in-
tegrated with the policy optimization framework seamlessly.

2.1.1. &e Generation of Intrinsic Reward. We describe how
the intrinsic reward is designed. As mentioned above, the
IIML contains the external reward and the intrinsic reward.
.e external reward is feedback from the environment,
which cannot be obtained sometimes. When the agent
sinks into a situation of lacking external reward, the in-
trinsic reward plays a key role in helping the agent to
continue to update its policy. Especially, in the 3D game, if
an external reward is sparse, the agent will easily fall into
the problem of lingering in a local region. .erefore, to
avoid the local region problem, the agent should increase
its curiosity to explore unseen scenes. Based on this con-
sideration, this paper constructs the intrinsic reward by
estimating the novelty degree of the state. .e novelty of a
state means that the agent has not met this state before. A
certain degree given to the new state can be viewed as the
intrinsic reward, and the agent has a chance to overcome
the local region problem.

Based on the above assumption, here we design the
intrinsic reward generation module as follows. .e intrinsic
reward generation module is composed of a dual network
structure as shown in Figure 2(a). In this structure, there is a
target mapping network and a prediction network. Here, we
set the target mapping network as a fixed network and the
prediction network as a trainable network. .en, the in-
trinsic reward value is adopted as the similarity between the
output vector of the target mapping network and prediction
network..e input of these two networks is the current state
of the game..at is to say, if the game state is novel, then the
intrinsic reward will be a large value and vice versa..emain
reason for this is to make the agent tend to explore unseen
states in the environment. In the initial training phase, the
agent has a smaller range of motion and there are more
unfamiliar states in the game. In this case, the output vector
of the two networks is less similar; thus, the calculated in-
trinsic reward value is larger. When the action policy is
updated, the agent takes intrinsic reward as the main source
of the reward.

Here, we describe the detail of constructing the target
mapping network and the prediction network. A three-layer
convolutional neural network is used to extract features
from the input state, and finally a vector represented with a
fixed dimension is output. .e same network structure is
adopted to reduce the error effect of different network
structures on computing the similarity of the vector..e loss
function LIR of the intrinsic reward generation module is
defined as follows:

LIR �
1
n
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where P and T are the output vector of the prediction vector
and the target vector, respectively, θj is the regularization
term, λIR is the penalty factor of regular term, and n and j are
the time steps.

2.1.2. Integrate the Intrinsic Reward into Policy Optimization.
To train the intrinsic reward prediction network, adequate
samples of the agent are necessary. Meanwhile, the agent’s
action in the environment is always driven by the policy
optimization algorithm. In this way, it is a key to combine
the intrinsic reward generation module with the policy
gradient or policy optimization algorithm.

For the traditional policy optimization algorithm, the
update of the policy mainly depends on the external rewards
generated via the interaction with the environment.
.erefore, to deal with the external reward and the internal
reward is the key point of adapting the internal reward
mechanism to the policy optimization algorithm. In this
paper, we adopt a combination of long-term intrinsic reward
and episodic external reward, as shown in Figure 2(b). .e
long-term reward can give the agent a goal. Meanwhile, it
may lead to the reward sparse problem, which makes the
strategy unable to converge or converge slow down.
.erefore, the internal reward is introduced through the
continuous incentive agent to explore, which will continue
to support the agent to achieve its goal.

2.2. Auxiliary Intrinsic-Based Policy Optimization (AIBPO).
.e agent in 3D games typically requires a phased and long-
term sequence to make decisions. .e decision needs to be
highly relevant to the current state, and the agent’s action
can make the state changeable. However, the state value of
the DRL methods is estimated by the neural network, and
the estimation is biased. From this perspective, we try to
evaluate the state value and the action more accurately in 3D
scenes. In this work, we designed three auxiliary tasks
(reward prediction auxiliary task, action value auxiliary task,
and state value auxiliary task) based on a multitask learning
mechanism to perceive the information such as the reward
and the connection between adjacent states, which can assist
the agent in learning policy in 3D scenes.

.e AIBPO with auxiliary tasks based on the IBPO is
presented. .ree kinds of auxiliary learning tasks are
provided for the IBPO. .e task can enhance agent’s
perception of the environmental reward to help the agent
make decisions. .e experience replay of the DRL is used,
and the interactive sample is applied in the IBPO to train
auxiliary tasks. .e agent’s decisions in 3D scenes are
determined by learning and updating the parameters of the
policy network in the DRL. .e proposed auxiliary tasks
can provide extra decision-support information for the
agent. .at is why the different auxiliary tasks can optimize
the primary policy and auxiliary policy more effectively and
robustly in 3D scenes.

.e auxiliary task of training requires sampling the data
that are related to the corresponding state, reward, and
action. .e IBPO agent stores these data in the experience
replay memory during training process. In this paper, three
kinds of auxiliary tasks (reward prediction auxiliary task,
action value auxiliary task, and state value auxiliary task) are
adopted by the AIBPO to assist decision-making. .e
auxiliary intrinsic-based policy optimization (AIBPO) can
be defined as follows:
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LAIBPO � LIBPO + λPLP + λVLV + λCLC, (2)

where λP is the parameter of the reward prediction task, λV is
the parameter of the state value task, λC is the parameter of
the action value task, LP is the loss function of the reward
prediction task, LV is the loss function of the state value
task, LC is the loss function of the action value task, and
LIBPO is the loss function of the intrinsic reward policy
optimization algorithm.

Equation (2) gives the overall framework of the AIBPO.
.e AIBPO can learn useful information provided by dif-
ferent auxiliary tasks during training. .is information is
either related to the policy update or related to the scene
perception, which improves the policy optimization in 3D
scenes from different perspectives. Furthermore, the weight
parameters in the auxiliary task loss function are set to
determine the impact degree of the auxiliary task on the
primary task. .e integral model structure of the AIBPO is
shown in Figure 3. .e AIBPO is conducted by the whole
process. .e agent based on the IBPO interacts with the
environment to generate more data, which are saved in the

experience pool. .e auxiliary tasks can be trained through
sampling the experience pool.

Our goal is to add specific auxiliary tasks and finally pick
up the best auxiliary tasks. To that effect, we prove that the
optimal effect can be achieved by integrating the following
three auxiliary tasks. .e three auxiliary tasks are described
in the following, respectively.

2.2.1. Reward Prediction Auxiliary Task. In the reward
prediction auxiliary task, three consecutive frames are
sampled as the network input. .rough the convolutional
layer and fully connected layer, the network outputs a
classification category of rewards obtained by the agent,
including positive rewards, negative rewards, and zero re-
wards. .e label for the classification task is the one-hot
encoding corresponding to the reward sampled from the
experience replay memory at the next timestep. Because the
multiclass cross-entropy loss function is used for classifi-
cation tasks, here the loss function LP in the reward pre-
diction network can be defined as follows:
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Figure 2:.e structure of the IBPO (in subfigure (a), there are two channels: one is to output the target vector and the other is to output the
prediction vector, which forms the intrinsic reward through the combination of them; subfigure (b) is the reward integration of the two
rewards): (a) intrinsic reward generation module; (b) differentiated reward integration.
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LP � − 
n

i�1
yilog yi′( , (3)

where yi is the category of the network output and yi′ is the
reward value at the next moment.

2.2.2. State Value Auxiliary Task. .e advantage estimation
calculated by the method can be more accurate if the
auxiliary policy can make the DRL methods tend to pro-
duce more accurate state value estimation. .e auxiliary
policy can make the training process of the agent more
stable and the learning of the primary policy more efficient.
.erefore, a state value auxiliary task whose regression
prediction label is the state value corresponding to the
image at the next timestep is presented. According to the
mean square error loss function used for regression tasks,
the loss function LV in the state value network can be
defined as follows:

LV �
1
n
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where θj is the regularization parameter, vi is the state value
of the network output, vi′ is the target state value, and λV is
the regularization penalty factor.

2.2.3. Action Value Auxiliary Task. .e agent can be more
prone to learn the primary policy that obtains the reward
feedback efficiently if the auxiliary policy can make the
selected action with greater value. .us, an action value
auxiliary task is presented here. In this task, the action value
stored in the training process of the IBPO is sampled. .e
continuous frames and the temporal-difference action value
can be taken as the data sample. According to the mean
square error loss function used for regression tasks, the loss
function LC in the action value network can be defined as
follows:t

LC �
1
n
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where λC is the penalty factor of the regularization term, ωj

is the parameter of the regularization term, Qi is the action
value of the network output, and Qtd is the action value of
the temporal difference.

3. Experimental Results

In this section, we first introduce the VizDoom. Secondly,
implementation details are described. Finally, we conduct
experiments to evaluate the performance of the IBPO and
AIBPO. In addition, the ablation study of the AIBPO is also
carried out.

3.1. Description of VizDoom. VizDoom is a first-person
shooter game [8]..e agent’s actions in the scene are similar
to the real world, where they receive visual signals and then
make decisions. As a mainstream research platform for the
DRL methods, the VizDoom platform provides an interface
to receive action input and reward signals and simulates the
environment in a DRL model. Comprehensively, VizDoom
is a platform capable of training agents to explore 3D en-
vironments. In this paper, experiments were conducted
based on VizDoom’s pathfinding and survival scenarios,
which are described in Figure 4.

3.1.1. Pathfinding Scenario. Rewards are sparse in the
pathfinding scenario, as shown in Figure 4(a). .e agent can
only get the reward at the target but not at any other location.
.e entire map is made up of several different opaque rooms
with only one fixed target spot in a specific room. In this
scenario, the agent can move freely but the starting position
is far away from the target. .e agent needs to pass through
rooms with different contents to obtain rewards at the target
spot.

3.1.2. Survival Scenario. .ere are mazes in the survival
scenario, as shown in Figure 4(b), which block the agent
from seeing a wide range of scenes. Moreover, the agent may
continue to lose the life value during movement in this
scenario. .erefore, it acquires the agent to explore and
motion as efficiently as possible in the maze; otherwise, the
training round would end when the life value turns 0. Be-
sides, drug packages can restore life value appear randomly
in the scenes. .e agent needs to collect as many drug
packages as possible to survive longer.

Different scenarios in the VizDoom platform have dif-
ferent environmental parameters and reward ranges. .e
primary evaluation indicators of the pathfinding scenario are
the success rate of the agent’s pathfinding and the number of
required action steps. However, in a single training round,
the agent cannot move on permanently. .e maximum
number of action steps is limited to 256 in the pathfinding
scenarios. Once more than 256 steps, the current training
episode ends immediately. .e longer the agent spends in
the pathfinding scenario, the weaker its exploration ability to
be. .us, the external environment will give the agent a
penalty signal according to the time step. For the survival
scenario, the primary evaluation indicators are the survival
time step and the number of life value packages obtained.
.e agent’s life value in survival scenarios decreases over
time, and the decrease degree is presented by the platform.

Agent based on
the IBPO

Data
saving

Experience pool
Sampling

Reward
prediction

State value

Action value
LC

LV

LP

Figure 3: .e model structure of the AIBPO.
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3.2. Implementation Details. .e network structure of the
adjusted policy optimization is shown in Table 1. .e NN1
includes the actor network and the critic network [19], both
of which share part of the hidden layer neurons. .e critic
network designed in this paper has two independent reward
output heads to offer independent supervision information
to the external reward and the intrinsic reward.

.e intrinsic reward generation model makes up for the
lack of the external reward when updating..emodel includes
a target mapping network and a prediction network, both of
which have the same network structure. In Table 1, NN2 states
the network structure of the intrinsic reward generationmodel.

.e reward feature enhancement with auxiliary task
learning enhances the agent’s performance in 3D games by
building their capacity on perception and state estimation.
.e samples for three proposed auxiliary tasks are obtained
from the experience replay memory, which are stored when
the agents interact with the environment. .e network
structures of the reward prediction, the state value, and the
action value tasks are all composed of shallow convolutional
neural networks and LSTM networks [20, 21]. In Table 1,
NN3 shows the network structure of the auxiliary task.

In addition, the development platform of this research is
Linux server with Ubuntu 16.04-5.4.0 system; the CPU is Intel
(R) Xeon (R) Silver 4110CPU@2.10GHz,with 32 virtual cores;
theGPU isNVIDIATesla P100, with 16GB videomemory; and
the development language is based on Python 3.6.3.

3.3. Comparative Experiments

3.3.1.&e Performance of the IBPO. .e IBPO is tested in the
pathfinding scenario. .e agent starts to explore the entire
scene from the starting position and cannot complete the
task until it reaches the target position in the pathfinding
scenario. .is scenario is an extremely challenging training
map in the VizDoom platform because there is only an
external reward signal at the target. Another issue is that
random agents have difficulty reaching the target position
with limited action steps. Consequently, we test the IBPO
algorithm in the pathfinding scenario.

In the pathfinding scenario, the evaluation indicators are
the average reward value and average action steps. .e
average reward value is defined as the ratio of the number of
the agent that reached the target position within the specified
steps to the number of all trained agents currently, indicating
the pathfinding success rate of the agents. .e average action
step is defined as the average number of action steps for 100
verifiable interactions between the environment and the
agent after the algorithm converges, which indicates the
stability of the agent’s action policy.

We train different RL agents with IBPO, DRQN [22],
and DFP [23], respectively, in the pathfinding scenario to
prove the effectiveness of the IBPO by comparing their
evaluation indicators. .e experiments verify that the in-
trinsic reward can give agents assistance in updating policy

(a) (b)

Figure 4: VizDoom’s (a) pathfinding scenario and (b) survival scenario.

Table 1: .e network structure.

NN1 Parameter NN2 Parameter NN3 Parameter
Conv Conv (64, 3, 3) Conv Conv (128,3,3) Conv Conv (64, 3, 3)
Conv Conv (32, 3, 3) Conv Conv (32,3,3) Conv Conv (32, 3, 3)
Active ReLU Active BN Fc Linear (64, 3), reward prediction
Transform Flatten Active ReLU Fc Linear (64, 3), reward prediction
Fc Linear (288, 256) Transform Flatten LSTM Hidden state 256, state value
Fc Linear (256, 256) Fc Linear (288, 256) Fc Linear (256, 1), state value
Actor Linear (256, 4), a LSTM Hidden state 256, action value
Critic Linear (256, 1), r Fc Linear (256, 1), action value
Critic Linear (256, 1), r
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effectively without the environmental reward feedback. .e
DFP and the DRQN are the methods used by the second-
and third-place agents in the 2017 VizDoom competition. In
this competition, there is a map similar to the pathfinding
scenario..e DRQN utilizes the game information provided
by the simulator. .e DFP owns supplementary processing
modules for the state and the reward information..ese two
algorithms are dominant in the pathfinding scenario. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates the performance curves using the IBPO,
DFP, and DRQN in the pathfinding scenario.

We can find that the IBPO reached an average reward
value of 0.92, which outperforms the DRQN and the DFP,
whose average reward values are 0.79 and 0.86, respectively.
.e closer the average reward value is to 1, the more effective
the policy learned by the method is and the more likely the
agent will reach the expected position. .e main reason for
this result is the deficiency of environmental rewards in the
pathfinding scenario. .e intrinsic rewards in the IBPO
make up for the lack of positive reward values in experience
replay memory, thus promoting the learning of exploration
policy. .e above comparative experiments demonstrate
that the DRL agent trained by the IBPO has plentiful and
efficient performance in exploring the 3D pathfinding
scenarios.

Table 2 summarizes the average reward value and av-
erage action step in the pathfinding experiments. .e first
row corresponds to the reward in Figure 5, and the second
row shows action steps required by different agents to reach
the target position. We can find that the IBPO performs the
best among the three methods with a minimum average
action step of 61.8. It indicates the agent trained by the IBPO
can find the path to the target faster with a more steady
action policy.

In addition, in order to verify the effectiveness of the
intrinsic reward in the IBPO, we also analyzed the trend of
the intrinsic reward in the training process. As shown in
Figure 6, the intrinsic reward value gradually decreased from
1 to about 0.1. In the whole training process, for the DRL
agent, there are many novel states in the early stage of the
training, which results in a larger intrinsic reward value. At
this time, the intrinsic reward value is themain reward signal
for the RL to update. As the training process goes on, the
agent gradually learns the action policy to explore the en-
vironment and the internal reward value gradually de-
creases. At this time, the update of the RL algorithm is
mainly external reward.

To sum up, the value generated by the intrinsic reward
module provides auxiliary signals for the agent’s policy
update, which helps the agent to learn effective exploration
policy in sparse reward scenarios. .rough comparative
experiments with the DRQN and the DFP, we conclude that
the IBPO outperforms these two methods in the average
reward value and average action step indicators.

3.3.2.&e Performance of the AIBPO. .eAIBPO is tested in
the survival scenario. In VizDoom’s survival scenario, the
layout of each training round is different. .e initial posi-
tion, the number of drug packages, and the packages’

locations are also random. Moreover, the maze wall limits
the vision of the agent. Such random factors in the scenario
would affect the agent’s policy learning. .e update will be
unstable during training if the algorithm is unable to per-
ceive the environmental information adequately.
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Figure 5: Experimental results of the IBPO in the pathfinding
scenario (the y-axis represents the average reward value obtained
by the DRL agents in the pathfinding scenario and the x-axis
represents the timestep during training; the greater the reward, the
better the method).
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timestep during training).

Table 2: Experimental results of the IBPO (the bold is the best).

Evaluation criteria IBPO DFP DRQN
Average reward value 0.92 0.86 0.79
Average action steps 61.8 69.3 75.7
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.e AIBPO, DRQN [22], DFP [23], A3C [19], and
Rainbow [24] are used to train the DRL agents for com-
parative experiments in the survival scenario according to
the relevant evaluation indicators. .e AIBPO is an im-
proved version based on the IBPO with the auxiliary task
learning mechanism. Its main body is still the IBPO; thus, an
IBPO agent was also implemented in this experiment.
Sursstep and Picshp are the evaluation indicators that are
equivalent to game scores in the DRL. .e Sursstep is defined
as the average of the maximum action steps that the agent
can survive for 100 verifiable interactions after the algorithm
has converged. .e Picshp is defined as the average number
of drug packages picked up by the agent for 100 interactions
after the algorithm has converged. Table 3 shows the ex-
perimental results in the survival scenario. .e bigger
Sursstep, the better Picshp.

We can find that the AIBPO is 9.58 on the Picshp, which is
better than all other compared methods. .ey are 7.83, 7.41,
8.81, 6.85, and 7.32 for the IBPO, the DRQN, the DFP, the
A3C, and the Rainbow on the Picshp, respectively. Meanwhile,
the IBPO is also better than other methods except the DFP on
the Sursstep. In addition, the IBPO does not perform better
than the DFP and the DRQN on the Sursstep. .e reason is
that the IBPO principally aims at the sparse reward problem
in 3D scenes, but there is sufficient reward information in
survival scenarios. Fortunately, the maze features also require
agents to make long-term plans based on the historical in-
formation. .e sufficient reward information in this scenario
can be used by auxiliary tasks of the AIBPO. .ree types of
auxiliary tasks play key roles in increasing the agent’s reward
perception and state estimation capacity. As a result, the
AIBPO achieves better scores than the IBPO and the DRQN
in this experiment. It is close to the DFP on the Sursstep and
superior to the DFP on the Picshp.

.e proposed IBPO aims to solve the exploration
problem in 3D scenes with sparse reward. .e experi-
mental result from the pathfinding scenario demonstrates
that the IBPO has a certain efficiency improvement
compared with the DFP in this type of scenes. .e pro-
posed AIBPO supplements the IBPO’s shortcomings in
perceiving environmental reward information by using an
auxiliary task learning mechanism. .e experimental
result from survival scenarios shows that the auxiliary task
learning mechanism as an auxiliary method has greatly
improved the IBPO.

3.3.3. Ablation Experiment. .e proposed AIBPO includes
three types of auxiliary tasks: reward prediction task LP,
state value task LV, and action value task LC. We attached
the three tasks separately to the IBPO to compare their
individual effects on the original policy optimization algo-
rithm. .e experimental results are shown in Table 4.

As we can see from Table 4, in survival scenarios, each of
three auxiliary tasks has improved the benchmark algorithm
IBPO to varying degrees, thus prolonging the survival time
of the agent..e reward prediction task performed better on
the Picshp than the other two tasks, while the action value
task worked best on the Sursstep. Practically, they work better
together than separately. .e AIBPO that integrates all three
tasks improved the most in the 3D circumstance.

3.4. Discussion. In many real-world scenarios, the agents
require to make decisions in 3-dimensional space, for ex-
ample, 3-dimensional navigation and automatic driving.
Our work is able to be directly applied to these tasks, so our
method shows very important application value. In addition,
in some tasks based on reinforcement learning, reward
sparsity is a common problem that limits the performance of
the algorithm. For example, in the task of manipulator
grasping, the manipulator can only get the reward after
successfully grasping the target by completing a series of
complex pose control. .e failure of any step in the middle
progress may lead to the failure to get the reward. Our
approach provides additional rewards to the agent through
intrinsic rewards and auxiliary tasks so as to alleviate the
problem of reward sparsity effectively. .erefore, our
method has a strong reference significance for these tasks in
theory.

4. Conclusions

We have presented a novel approach, named IBPO, for the
reward sparsity problem in 3D games. Unlike existing DRL-
based methods, an agent of our approach can learn the
intrinsic reward, which uses the differential fusion mecha-
nism and the modified value network. Moreover, the AIBPO
is proposed based on the IBPO by combining auxiliary tasks,
which further improves the performance of the IBPO. .e
experimental results based on the VizDoom platform show
the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Table 3: Experimental results of the AIBPO in the survival scenario.

Evaluation criteria AIBPO IBPO DRQN DFP A3C Rainbow
Sursstep 293.7 266.5 277.1 301.3 256.1 260.3
Picshp 9.58 7.83 7.41 8.81 6.85 7.32

Table 4: Ablation experiment results of auxiliary tasks.

Evaluation criteria AIBPO IBPO IBPO+LP IBPO+LV IBPO+LC

Sursstep 293.7 266.5 273.4 268.7 282.5
Picshp 9.58 7.83 9.11 8.19 8.17
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However, this method also has its limitations. First, it
needs considerable expert knowledge in designing intrinsic
rewards and auxiliary tasks, which limits its further appli-
cation. Second, when used in more complex scenarios,
computer vision, situation analysis, and other techniques are
needed to make our method more robust.
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